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 Brittney Jones brittneyjones@microsoft.com January 19, 2003 Technical specs Brittney Jones is a Principal Program Manager
in the Office Communications group. Note to educators: In the last year, Brittney's work has been consistent with her desire to

make Office Communicator™ a part of educational efforts. Brittney's current work is focused on making the Accessibility
features of Office Communicator™ more robust. We will bring this to you as soon as we can, but our schedule will not allow us

to do so until the first half of the new year. We hope that this information will help you to be prepared for the first quarter of
2003, and we invite you to become part of this important development. Brittney, this is a great application to manage all your

email. I have been using it for over a year and it just keeps getting better and better with each release. This is why the end users
love it. We use it in my office and I don't know how we can continue to run our business without it. The change of priority was
easy to achieve. It is important to remember that we have several other components in the Office Communicator product family

and sometimes when we are discussing how to proceed with a new feature, we have to make sure that there are other non-
technical reasons that might impact the speed with which we can deliver. It is a fair comment that we have heard from many of

our customers that it would be great to have some features that would solve their special needs, like making it easier to
synchronize inboxes, improve group management, etc. It is important that we keep things in perspective when we are looking at
the features that are required to deliver to our customers. We must remember that Office Communicator is not a product that
we want to just throw at the world. We are releasing new functionality with each major release. This is why we are starting the
development process now. This means that sometimes we take longer than we'd like to get a new feature out to the customers.
We are not the first to find themselves in the position of making an incomplete product. This is why we are always looking for

suggestions on what to add or how to improve the existing functionality. We need 82157476af
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